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 A modern twist on a travel show, with a new sense of 
humor coupled with adventure and mystery. It is something 
that the new generation will be able to call ‘their definitive travel show.’ What happens when a group of 6 
impractical jokers who have been friends through high school 
leave everything behind to travel the world, see sights, 
face fears, and create laughs? You have the next hit series. 
  The emotional center is around the fears and insecurities about leaving their comfortable world behind 
and going into the unknown. What happens next are various 
adventures such as visiting haunted dwellings, searching for 
the Loch Ness monster, and hunting for hidden tombs. Serious 
and beautiful locations but with a hilarious twist delivered 
by a unique group of young men.   Each episode showcases an amazing adventure in an 
amazing destination, while a congruently running youtube 
series owned by the network will display fun and simple side 
adventures. For example, in the hunt for voodoo in New 
Orleans episode, the side adventures would include alligator 
hunting in the swamps, or trying to find the best cajun food 
in the city. With this ‘Around the World’ would pull in the 
key demographic of college-aged audiences, which the shows 
humor would do as well. 



Cast
Why us? Like impractical jokers, we’ve already built a foundation of friendship naturally through our high school. Even though we are a breakfast club of people, all with different personalities and upbringings, we still have chemistry that perfectly balances out.  

 At the same time, we respect each other and disrespect each other. Everyone will be able to see their friend group in us. They will tune in just to see how we deal with certain situations and interactions as a group when we are out of our comfort zone. People will see us as their ‘other’ friend group, when the ghost episodes happen the audience will think ‘oh no, what’s Jake gonna do?’ because they’ll know us and our fears so well.
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